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ABSTRACT. The fniution theoretic method ofMuscheli.sviliforsolvingtwodimen- 
.sional problcin.s in elasticity is employed to obtain sdulions to the problems of a rigid 
curvilinear polygonal core in an infinite phte under (i I an all-round ten-.ion at infinity, 
(ii) a uniform tension at infinity at an inclination to the .v-axis and (iii) a uniform shear 
in the plane of the plate.
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1 N T R O I) V  C T I 0  N
M iischelisvili (1933) lias developed a method of solving plane problems 
in elasticity by discarding the stress function and introducing two functions 
of com plex variable c in terms of which all the relevant physical quantities 
are expressed. H e has indicated how, in certain cases, these two functions 
of 2 can he determined easily with the help of the theory of functions of a 
com plex variable, lii the present paper this method has been applied to 
obtain solutions to the problems of a rigid curvilinear polygonal core in an 
infinite plate acted upon by (i) a uniform all-round tension at infinity, (ii) 
a uniform tension at infinity in a direction making an angle a with the 
A'-axis and (iiij a uniform shear in the plane of the plate.
It has been shown by Musclielisvili that in the state of generalised plane 
stress the stress combinations
x\. + .vy= 1 ^ real part of <l>i'(z) 
=  2 X
(i)
and
yy — xx + 2ixy=2^\z<l>i"(z)+f,'{z]] ... (2)
where ^,12) and are two analytic functions of z{ =  x-\-iy) and a bar
over a function represents the com plex conjugate of the function.
In terms of the above two functions the displacements are obtained 
from the relation
where
2fi(u + iv) =  Kipiiz) -  Z) ~  ^1(2) ■ (3)
y + n
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(4)
To find the parts of 0j(c) and which give the stresses :va;= T i, yy-?2,  
xy=^S at infinity, we get from (i) and (2)
Tj + T2 = 4 X real part of '
T2^Ti + 2iS = 2 X .
These give (-) = i(7\ + Ta)-
... i^ ))
\^ i(-) = ^ (T2-T, + 2LS;2j
The imaginary part of the coefiBcient of c in 0,^ 2) is omitted as it gives 
only a rigid body displacement.
Hence in an infinite plate with a core which exerts no force on the rest 
of the plate, we can write
where 0j"(cl and are analytic outside the boundary of the core.
( 6 )
TIIK vSOIvUTlON
Let an infinite plate containing a rigid core, whose boundary is a 
curvilinear i»olygon, be subjected to the prescribed stresses at infinity and 
let the displacement of the core be a translation u and a rotation through a 
small angle By superposing on the plate an ecpial and opposite translation 
we do not alter cither the magnitude or the directions of the stresses at 
infinity. The displacement of any point on the boundary of the core is, 
therefore, given by = so that u + iv^kz at a point on the
boundary of the core. As the resultant traction exerted by the core on the 
remainder of the plate is z.ero, the values of B, B', O in (6) depend only on 
ths stresses at infinity.
We have on the boundary of the core (3)
“ i/',(c) = 2«i€2: ... ( y )
Taking complex conjugate of botli sides we get
- 2/062. ... (8)
on the boundary of the core.
Let the region outside the boundary of the core in the -^plaiie be 
represented on the region outside the unit circle on the ^plaiic by the 
conformal transformation 2 = Then we get on the unit circle y
/v0((r) ~ 0'( cr) -i/^ (cr) = a/UGwlrr)
oj (cr)
where
fr)~^(rr) = -2/Ur'(?(D
I
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If
«(U = b(^+as-")
where » is a positive integer and o ^ n a - ^ i ,  the boundary of the core is a 
curvilinear polygon.
Substituting for z in (6), we get
^(0=(B'+ic')b^+^'‘(y
• • ( l o )
where <l>"{p) and are analyti: outside the unit circle y, and can be
written as
+ ^2+Ah +
^ xa' + ifl.' ^
-  ( I I )
t, i.
From equations (9) we have on the boundary of the core, where 
(r<r = i,
H  - ) - H - )c r  [ i — a n t r ”  ‘ )  \ c T  /  \ ( r /
~ 2f2i<>b(<T + a^~”) ~ KBb<r■¥ (IV — iC')b j(t 
<r” ^ '+a+ Bb
• •• (12)
and
Jitpof i  'j-'t -  f i ir)
\ir / * — an
=  -2liieb(^^ + a . r " ) -  + (J3' + fr.W)<rl-Bb^
.« 4 1
-am
■■■ (13)
Multiplying (12) and (13) by and integrating along >, we get
2ni J  I-an -r"’ * \<r/cr-^
= -  2/thb^ -  Bb~ -  (B' -
■ (14)
S-iSsaP—3
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For H = 2,
For « =  3,
For n ^  4,
U^ \ lU'rJ 1'^  o(l + oi,“) ^ T + f ' ) l
U = i(>Tj f  + [I t. ki,{^'-2n) t -20  j
<l>(i) = ibT\  ^+ “ IK i’ I
^ k J - . b T ^ j +  r  + 3« (
« { ) = i i .4 5 + ” “ : ' + f ' ' ' i  -
I i, ^’ -na) p * ' -  no \
2S)
(29)
(30I
(31)
Coic 2. Unijorm tension T at infinity in a direction making an angle 
a with the x-axis.
Here B = IT
/r + tc'=»
and _  1 rp a(i 4-/\) sin 2a .
aM .'+ K )
6 =  0 for n ^  2
We get when n = i
^ a ^ = l 6 r l s + ( i +
/ \ a + K
_  2e*“  \  <1 [ "
« I  K i  I
_  2e’4 * \ 0^ 1 +0^) ( 
a y Kl%‘ -a )  J
210(1 +K) sin 20 
a’  + K
(32)
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hen n = 2,
n )= ib T h -
I i  V ~2a k ( l  -2a)
When n = 3,
<p(l) = l h T { U
2«(l +4-') _ - U . f
(I 2 ‘ K  c  ° a c
K 'C "  ' lK^-a%  '
yL‘t\ = ihr\  _  a(jv'c °^‘ -fl.c~’“ *)^(i +3a’‘)
) i  ~ V -3a  ' (K *^-TW -3a)
3«(i + 4 ^
/n(^‘ - 3a) ^
When w ^  4,
2 a c
m~2 i a }■
/■ ^ /v 'r  i/v'=-(M-2)a’K TK-=-U--2)a1s'-“ (
i;"(i + «tt“) 2/vV‘ “(i + na=)i*-’‘
f u = }6 7  (  ^ ■  r “^  { /v - - (« -2 )« n r* ^ « a j
^ 2(n-2)ae~''‘ *'‘ l ' i  + na^ i njt'r±aV'_^\) ^2e-“ "J-  
fK‘ - ( n -2 ) a ‘ Ui"*‘ -na} Kl(t” *‘ ~na)
Case 3. Uniform shear S in the plane of the plate.
B = o, B = 0, C'=5
Here
Therefore
We get for n = i,
^~7“ .— ,T7 fo rn  =  i 2ju(a'^  + /v)
€ = o f o r n ^ 2
fbS ^ “^ 2  
 ^ ■ a!‘ + l<0(U= V •
j,n\-!h<^\ a(i+^') + (a’ -iK i+ a J;')  , J .
•• (33)
< 3 4 )
(35)
(36)
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For n = 2,
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For n=3.
f . u = -
tbS
Ki
)
I (/v-a)li,*-5
? . I
3«) i
And for « ^  4,
0(U = -  ibS —^— V -— p j  ( {- +
K-‘ - ( n - 2 ) a M  j, i," -
Vli) io:>U
’ 7)
(38)
(39)
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